
 9 Design based on customer requirements; individual product advice from our CAD/CAM specialists.

 9 The three-dimensional construction design ensures an optimum, individual fit, even where space is tight.

 9 3D design is more precise than 2D: additional vertical fit to the sagittal and transverse plane.

 9 Highest degree of biocompatibility: milled retainer in Grade 5 titanium.

 9 Due to the precise fit, there is only one position for the retainer on the teeth that is correct.  
It can therefore be fitted easily and tension-free.

 9 24 month guarantee

 9 Fast delivery: Transfer to shipping department after 5 working days, receipt of order up to 12 noon.

"Awesome! Easy, fast and barely noticeable."

 9 Best possible comfort thanks to precise fit lingually  
and smaller bonding surfaces.

 9 Oral hygiene is easier and better due to the flat cross-section 
profile which has been optimized (3D half-round).

 9 Highest level of biocompatibility and tolerance: also suitable  
for patients suffering from a nickel allergy. 

ADVANTAGES FOR YOUR PATIENTS
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Image 1: The prime4me® RETAIN3R offers much freedom for design in 
all spatial planes.

Image 2: Deep overbite presents no problems when designing the 
prime4me® RETAIN3R.

Image 3: Extension of prime4me® RETAIN3R up to bicuspid, 
after cuspid has been displaced, exposed and aligned. 
Photo Dr. Inge Kiegel-Koller (Bergheim, Germany).

Image 4:The prime4me® RETAIN3R offers much freedom in design. It 
can be adapted to the specific tooth position and, for example, give 
stability to teeth that are loose due to periodontal disease.

Image 5: Tooth 11 is stabilized by the prime4me® RETAIN3R.  
Photo Drs. Elisabeth and Martin Orleth (Nürtingen, Germany).

Image 6: Very loose incisor is splinted using the prime4me® RETAIN3R. 
Photo Prof. Paul-Georg Jost-Brinkmann (Berlin, Germany).

Images 3, 5 and 6 by courtesy of Quintessenz-Verlag [publisher], taken from article "Maßanfertigung statt 

Stangenware – prime4me® RETAIN3R.  Ein Erfahrungsbericht."  

[Tailor-made, not off the rack. Field report.], published in Kieferorthopädie [German magazine] 2021,35(3)
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